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Abstract
The astronomical data obtained from the observations of an enigmatic object hidden in the centre of our Galaxy
suggest possible optical phenomena due to the light bending. The existence of the gigantic collapsar
(super-massive black hole) located in the centre of the Galaxy and the presence of a very dense cluster of stars all
around it, allows us to propose a new approach due to the extraordinary stellar “crowd” and consequent multiple
light ray deflections. Consequently, a refulgent optical aureole, which should be detectable by infrared
observation, may be predicted.
Keywords: Galaxy, Galactic centre, collapsar, gravitational lensing, light bending
1. Introduction
A collapsar—“black hole” in terms of the general relativity theory (GRT)—is a massive body in which gravity
prevails above all other physical forces. In 1974 the British astronomer Sir Martin Rees proposed that
super-massive collapsars—ones with a million or even more solar masses—must exist within the centres of some
galaxies with active nuclei that shine as brightly as tens of billions suns. Rees was speculating about black holes
in active galaxies, but furthermore due to systematic observations a dawning awareness appeared that active
galaxies are not the only ones to harbour such monsters at their centres. Ordinary galaxies like the Milky Way
proved to have them also (Melia Fulvio, 2007).
In 1974 American radio astronomers B. Balick and R. Broun discovered a compact and variable radio source that
looked much like a faint quasar but this object was only 26,000 light-years away. Because it appeared to be
inside a large, extended radio source already known as Sagittarius A, they named it Sagittarius A* (“A-star”).
Over the next two decades, astronomers painstakingly examined Sagittarius A* (Sgr A*) at radio, optical, and
near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths, but for examination at X-ray wavelengths it would have been necessary to
launch a specific X-ray telescope in orbit around the earth. In 2000 the cosmic observatory “Chandra” pinpointed
a source of X-rays that coincided with Sgr A*. Due to the variable brightness of the Sgr A*, astronomers
calculated that the X-ray source was only about 15 million kilometres across (c.f. the orbit of the Earth is
approximately 300 million km in diameter).
The central region of our Milky Way is an extremely interesting and fascinating field of research. There, within
few light years astronomers find tens of thousands of stars forming a dense cluster, and geometric centre of our
Galaxy harbours a super-massive collapsar (termed here as a Collapsar) with around 4.1 million solar masses. A
significant contribution in these studies has been made by astronomers of the Max-Planck Institute. Since the
first NIR high-resolution observations of the Galactic centre (GC) in the beginning of the 1990s, the GC has
been regularly monitored. Time resolved astrometry over a time span of the last 17 years allows a description of
the proper motions of the GC stars. The observations clearly show that some stars in the immediate vicinity of
Sgr A*—i.e. in distances up to around 30 light-days—move on Keplerian orbits around the central mass
(Gillessen et al., 2009). From the shape of these orbits, the mass of Sgr A* and its distance from the Earth can be
calculated. In order to achieve this, the astronomers of the Max-Planck Institute have observed the central parsec
of the Galactic centre in near infrared wavelength at the European Southern Observatory—ESO (Chile).
Until 2003 no unambiguous NIR counterpart of Sgr A* could be detected. On the 9th of May 2003, during
routine observations of the star cluster at 1.7 microns with infrared camera NAOS/CONICA they witnessed a
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powerful flare at the location of the black hole. Within a few minutes the flux of a faint source increased of 5-6
and disappeared again after about 30 minutes. The flare was found to have happened within a few
milli-arcseconds of the position of Sgr A*. The short rise-and-decay times told astronomers that the source of the
flare was located within less than 10 Schwarzschild radii of the black hole (Paumard & Perrin, 2005; Hamaus et
al., 2009).
It should be noted that the wide-spread term “black hole” is not a happy choice. The Relativistic Theory of
Gravity, promoted by the team of physicists in Russia (Logunov, 2001), justly asserts that a result of the collapse
of a spherical mass must have a finite density irrespective of the frame of reference. But according to GRT a
collapsing mass reaches infinite density during a finite period of proper time. Moreover, this final “singularity”
hasn’t any tangible outer boundary, and so an observer falling to it does not feel any obstacle when crossing the
Schwarzschild sphere. Such fanciful properties are irreconcilable with the notion of a physical object. It was not
without reason that Einstein himself wrote: “Schwarzschild”s singularity does not exist, since matter cannot be
concentrated in an arbitrary manner; otherwise clustering particles would achieve the velocity of light”
(Einstein, 1966, p. 531). In GRT, however, difficulties arose with the conservation laws of energy-momentum
and angular momentum. D. Hilbert wrote in this connection: “I claim that within general relativity theory, i.e. in
the case of general invariance of the Hamiltonian function, there definitely exist no energy equation ...
corresponding to the energy equations in orthogonal-invariant theories. I could even point to this circumstance
as a characteristic feature of general relativity theory.” All above is explained by the absence in Riemannian
space of the ten-parameter group of motion space-time, so it is essentially impossible to introduce
energy-momentum and angular momentum conservation laws, similar to those that hold valid in any other
physical theory (Logunov, 2001, pp. 18-19).
Despite that “publicly transparent” statement, the erstwhile warning of the great mathematician is neglected. So,
it is likely, that the “black hole” appeared as an artefact of GRT. In contrast, the novel Relativistic Theory of
Gravity ascertains that “a body of arbitrary mass cannot undergo compression indefinitely, and therefore no
gravitational collapse involving the formation of a ‘black hole’ is possible” (Logunov, 2001, p. 149).
Luckily for us, the phenomenon of light bending in gravitational field has the same explanation in both theories
(Logunov, 2001, pp. 164-166); that is how things are in this part of physics. The existence of the Collapsar
located in the centre of the Galaxy and the presence of a very dense cluster of stars all around it, allows two
different (even reciprocally opposite) approaches being implemented in theoretical investigation. In (Alexander
& Loeb, 2001) the authors adopt the cluster to be a new massive supplement to ability of the central Collapsar
when lensing “distant background stars”. They reasoned that “the lensing probability is increased by factor
ranging from 2 to 3”. Contrary to them, the present paper studies the role of these close stars in the central
cluster as source rather than lense. This approach is based on the extraordinary stellar “crowd” and consequent
multiple light ray deflections in the vicinity of the Collapsar. It consists in depicting the geometry of a
three-dimensional region critical for the light bending. Thus, a refulgent optical aureole should be detectable by
observation in the near infrared range if the density of stars is sufficiently high in that critical volume. The main
idea behind this approach was presented at the conference on applied mathematics in February 2011,
Novosibirsk (Leus & Taylor, 2011).
2. Gravitational Lensing
The effect of a light beam bending near a massive body may be interpreted as a consequence of space-refraction
taking place in the vicinity of a mass, where the value of refractive index depends on the gravitational potential.
Einstein was the first scientist to discuss the natural phenomenon of gravitational lensing. In 1936 he examined
the possibility that the gravity-lensing effect might be detected if one star intercepts the line of sight to a more
distant star. He understood that such a geometrical occurrence is extremely unlikely. Moreover, even if the case
arises the effect may be undetectable due to the very small angular diameter of the image—the bright halo
(Einstein ring) encircling the lensing star. Even nowadays the angular diameter of images caused by a stellar
mass—so called microlensing—is too small to be resolvable by telescopes.
An observer , a star
and a star
are arranged in the same straight line. The distance between the observer
and star
is ∣
∣, the distance between the star
and star
is ∣
∣ (Figure 1). One light beam goes
from the utmost down rim of the star
and another light beam goes from the utmost up rim to the star
and
after being deflected there goes farther to the observer. An angle of bending
/ ≪ 1, where —a constant
length depending on mass of the star , the so called impact parameter
is the distance from the ray trace to
the centre of the star .
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Figure 1. S
Schematic diaggram showingg microlensing seen by an obbserver (O) cauused by the graavitational effe
ect of
star A onn light from staar B
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For stars ssimilar to the Sun
S the value
3 kilom
meters, and the average distannce between sstars in the pre
ecinct
of the Sunn is equal to 10 parsec (3.1 10 km)). This gives ≃ 7 10 kkm, which is only several times
t
bigger thann the diameterr ⊙ of the S
Sun ( ⊙ 1.4 10 km).
These sim
mple estimates show
s
that the diameter of a bending area—
—a torus-like rregion aroundd a bending star—is
in the sam
me order of maggnitude as its ddiameter and ccannot be disceerned from staar image provided by a telesc
cope.
More accuurate calculatioons, as for insstance made iin (Bradt, 20008), confirm thhe inference ddrawn. This is why
astronomeers use the “miicrolensing”. ii.e. gravitationnal lensing of oone star by anoother star (Fallcke & Hehl, 2003,
2
pp. 267-2669). as an opticcal amplifier oonly. When twoo images cannnot be resolvedd, the spectrum
m and the variab
bility
of the lenssed source mayy possibly be oobserved. How
wever the moree likely situatioon is where a ddistant star doe
es not
strictly lie in the line off sight with thee lensing star. In this case thhe halo does nnot disappear, but splits into
o two
arcs. A distant star, beeing rather weak in luminoosity, becomees much moree brilliant duee to the so called
c
magnificattion factor. In the conditions of our exam
mple (average ddistance—10 parsec, wheree the lensing star is
similar to the Sun) the light
l
flux reacching an obserrver through thhe “Einstein riing”—a circullar halo around the
dskij,
lensing staar—would be 170 times biggger than the fluux obtained diirectly from thhe lensed star iitself (Bogorod
1962, p. 1146). What is interesting too note is that at the time w
when Einstein was engaged in the problem of
microlensiing, a Russian astronomer G
G. A. Tikhov, w
who examined the microlensing independeently and in parallel
with Einstein, used to naame the effect “a cosmic mirrage” (Bogoroddskij, 1962, p. 144). This waas precisely the
e fact
which callled my attentioon to the centree of the Milky Way.
3. The Ben
nding of a Ligght Ray by a P
Point-Mass
The bendiing phenomennon in a spherrically symmeetric gravitatioon field in terrms of geomeetric ray tracin
ng is
described bby the Newtonnian formula:
2

,

where ≪ 1 is an anggle of bending for a point-m
mass gravitationnal attractor,
6.7 10
is Newtonn’s gravitation constant,
iis the mass off deflecting boody and the ligght speed
3 10
/ ,
is so caalled impact parameter—th
p
he distance froom an attractiing point to tthe straight liine defined by
y the
direction oof light ray in a starting pointt. GRT increasses this value just by factor tw
wo:
2

4
where
mass

⊙

,

1

is so called ggravitational raadius of defleccting body (Boogorodskij, 19662, p. 136). Foor the Sun with the
2 10
the gravitattional radius iis equal to 1..5 km. A sphhere of radius
is na
amed
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Schwarzshield sphere. (Sometimes
is also referred to as the Schwarzshield radius.) For the Sun and for the
majority of all normal stars the Schwarzshield sphere is buried under thick layers of the active body but another
phenomenon takes place for a collapsar, whose Schwarzshield sphere is open to the outer cosmic space.
The given above formula works for the big enough values of impact parameter only. For
10 (gravitational
radius taken to be unity) the error increases dramatically, and a more complicated formulae derived from the
equations of motion must be used. The escape velocity enables an arbitrary body to go to infinity from the
attractive centre. In a spherically symmetric gravitational field the escape velocity is
2
/ at a
distance
from the centre, both in Newtonian and Einsteinian theories. At the distance
equal to the
Schwarzshield radius, i.e. on the Schwarzshield sphere of a collapsar, the escape velocity is equal to the light
speed.
The trajectory of an ultra-relativistic particle (photons included) in the collapsar’s neighbourhood remain also
planar in GRT, but unlike the Newtonian case not every can provide a stable circular orbit. Choosing the
plane of the trajectory to be equatorial in a system of spherical coordinates , ,
the equations of motion
(Frolov & Novikov, 1998, p. 44) may be written in the following form:
1

1

1

1

1

,

1

1

.

Here the impact parameter
and the distance are measured in the gravitational radius units. For example,
4,
3 means
4 ,
3
respectively.
The first equation describes the rate of change for the distance from particle to the attractive centre:
1

1

1

1

1

.

The double sign means only two possible directions for the same trajectory. Let us find a condition for the rate to
be zero. The equation
1

1

1

may be satisfied in two different manners. The first one 1
variant
1
1

or

1

1

1/

1

1

0
0 is trivial. More interesting is the second

0,

0, from which
/

1

2
to the centre for any orbit.

represents an impact parameter as a function of minimal distance
The derivative of this function is
2
2
It is negative at

, positive at

3
1

, and zero at

√

.
. The function

has a minimum value

2.598 so that all trajectories with an impact parameter
do not have a minimal value
of distance to the attractive centre at all. Such a trajectory enters the Schwarzshield sphere i.e. gravitational
capture occurs regardless of what momentum and energy the particle has. If the impact parameter has a value ,
where the particle is trapped by the collapsar. If
the corresponding trajectory is the closed circle of radius
the impact parameter meets the condition
, the trajectory has many revolutions with an almost
closed circle but ultimately escapes to infinity in any direction (Figure 2).
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Figurre 2. Different possible trajecctories of a rellativistic particcle as a functioon of the impacct parameter b
≃ 2.75 (Bogorrodskij, 1962, p. 134) corressponds to the value
v
Accordingg to the above relation (2) thhe value
≃ 2 of the minimuum distance too the attractivee centre. All ttrajectories wiith impact paraameter
do
not have a full revolutionn over the attraactive mass. T
These trajectoriies are of peculiar interest.
4. Stellar--Nourished Haalo around th
he Galaxy Cen
ntre
Let
dennotes the superr-massive collapsar located iin the centre oof our galaxy thhe Milky Wayy. Consider a sttar
of luminosity
situateed at a distancce near the Collapsar. Leet
be the aaperture diameeter of a telesscope
from
m the Collapsaar (Figure 3). Conical light--flux from the star is bent by the
situated onn Earth at a diistance
Collapsar according to thhe third variannt, when
, and then rreaches the apeerture of the earth telescope after
passing thee total distancee
. The ssolid angle of a circular conee with planar aangle 2 at itts vertex is equ
ual to
2 1 co
os , and forr a small valuue
it may be approximaately written as
, usingg the well kn
nown
expansion: cos
1
/2!
/4!
⋯ Foor the telescoope viewed from the star
the planar angle
a
2
. The full solid angle correspoonding to the oobjective lens of the telescoppe has
the light fllux impinging on the telescoppe is
4

steradian, an
nd so

.

We shall eestimate the tootal light flux iimpinging on the objective llens of the telescope througgh bending from
m all
stars withiin a sphere of radius
r
centrred on the Colllapsar.

Figure 3. Light beam frrom star (S) deflected by the Collapsar (C),, impinging uppon the aperturre of telescope (D)
Let
be an average nuumber of stars pper unit volum
me in the viciniity of C (so caalled effective vvalue). The volume
of a spheerical layer between
∆
b
radii
and
∆ is ∆
3 ∆
3∆
∆ .
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and the light flux on the telescope from

∙

4

The full flux is obtained by integration of

.

over all values of variable

between zero and :

.
The element of integration may be described as follows:
2

.

So the integral required is
2

2 ln

2 ln

2 ln 1

/

1

/

.

We use a power series expansion:
2

2

3

4

⋯

1

⋯

≃

3

2

1

3

3
2

.

Now the total light flux impinging on the objective lens of the telescope from all stars within the sphere of radius
centred on the Collapsar may be written explicitly as follows:
≃

3

1

3
2

4
3

∙

4

∙ 1

3
2

.

Here the first multiplier is the total number of stars in the sphere under consideration; the second multiplier is the
light flux impinging on the telescope from a star of luminosity
situated at the galaxy centre, and the third
multiplier is a corrective factor taking into account the distribution of stars over the sphere of radius centred
on the Collapsar.
This estimate is too exaggerated because it ignores dispersion in a gravitational lens. Indeed, differentiation of
the dependence (1) over
gives an expression
2

.

A difference of impact parameters ∆
is not zero (Figure 1), therefore the angle
beam from a star to the telescope D (Figure 3) is enlarged after passing nearby the Collapsar:
≅

2

of light

∆ .

And what is more, the nearer to Collapsar beam passes, the wider is its divergence. For stars from the front
and
are
semi-sphere (relative to an observer) trajectories with the impact parameter between
characteristic (Figure 2), so the essentially non-linear dispersion in any direction would be typical.
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F
Figure
4. Lightt beam from star (S) fully disspersed by the Collapsar
Consider aan another wayy of thinking, which would take into accoount the full diispersion on thhe spherical surface
of radius
( is a whole numbber), encirclingg the Collapsaar (Figure 4). Let us suppoose that a uniiform
dispersionn takes place. The
T light flux oon the dispersivve sphere from
m a star at distaance
and after ddispersion oveer all 4

/

steraadians it becom
mes

/

,

/4 . Idenntical stars uniformly distrib
buted
4

over the sspherical layerr between aand
givve
in the rangge between zerro and produ
duces the light flux

is equaal to

. Integrration

,
where
iis an integrateed average forr distribution ddensity of starrs inside the spphere of radiuus , encircling the
Collapsar. Clearly, obtained estimate takes into acccount just the light of starss, incorporatedd in the space of a
-long barr with circular section of raddius
. Thiis result approoaches the truthh from the “oppposite side”, but
b it
underestim
mates the optical amplificatioon by a gravityy lensing.
As it has bbeen remarkedd in the sectionn 2, the angulaar diameter of star’s images caused by a ggravy-lens of stellar
mass in the case of straigght line positiooning (Einsteinn ring) is too ssmall to be resoolvable by teleescopes. Lensing in
the gravitaational field off the gigantic Collapsar, surrely, gives mucch bigger circuular image of a star. The angular
radius of thhe Einstein rinng is
2

,

where
iis a distance from
f
the obserrver to Collappsar, is a disstance from C
Collapsar to staar (Bradt, 200
08, p.
450). For a source at infi
finity Einstein rradius is close to 2′′. The linnear radius is
2

For

≪

we have

2

2

1

/

.

(Fallcke & Hehl, 22003, p. 269).

Figure 5. A llensing regionn in the vicinityy of the Collappsar (C)
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In Figure 5 a longitudinal cross section of the corresponding lensing region for variable values is shown. For a
star
the observer sees two images —inside the Einstein ring, and —outside. The primary image is
, and the secondary image is always de-magnified with factor
. The total
always magnified with factor
~1/ , where
is the angle between direction to
theoretical magnification therefore is:
Collapsar and direction to the star (Falcke & Hehl, 2003, pp. 263-264). The volume of this lensing region of a
parabolic shape is v
. It would be fair to name it “Einstein paraboloid” because of its
groundbreaking role in creation the optical phenomenon.
Consider a realistic example with the average spatial “density” of stars
300 per cubic light year, and
300 light years. Gravitational radius of the Collapsar with mass 4 10 ⊙ is equal to 10 light years
in accordance with (1). The number of stars in the limit of Einstein paraboloid is
v
∙ 300 ∙ 10 ∙
300 ≅ 100. The value /
0.01, hence obscuration by dust within the local volume is negligible. Moreover,
stars in the Galaxy centre are massive and very hot with luminosity
≃ 10 ⊙ . So even disregarding
magnification due to lensing the luminosity of this Galaxy’s aureole may clearly reach 10 ⊙ in every
direction. Besides that in reality there are faint stars encircling the Galactic centre: “Using positional and radial
data of star S2, we found that there could exist an unobserved extended mass component of several 10 ⊙ ,
forming a so-called cusp” (Mouawad et al., 2005). These stars are too feeble in luminosity to be observed
directly from the Earth, but being amplified by gravitational lensing their contribution may be appreciable.
Naturally, to an observer on the Earth the light flux from the aureole is in the infrared. This is a significant trait
of space near the GC collapsar which should be observable by astronomers because the separate stars are
observable in the near-infrared range.
5. Conclusions
Eddington's famous phrase “...so simple a thing as a star” (from his book “Stars and Atoms”) is now obsolete.
However for any “black hole” there are only three physical parameters. These are: mass, angular momentum and
electric charge. Even among such simple objects the Collapsar located in the centre of our Galaxy is thought to
be (so far) unique: it does not rotate and is electrically neutral. However there are several riddles hitherto
unsolved by astronomers. For example, there are only young blue stars in the immediate vicinity (around 0.02
parsec) whereas a mixture of young and old stars exists further away. Some astronomers admit that the nearest
stars “pretend” only to be young and their up-to-date appearance is a consequence of an unusual stellar evolution.
Rather puzzling is the weak radiation emanating out of the Collapsar: “...the centre of the Galaxy is quite benign
compared with activity seen in active galactic nuclei” (Bradt, 2008, p. 41). It is this strange feebleness that gives
ground to the belief that the Galactic nucleus contains a “baby” giant black hole (Falcke & Hehl, 2003, p. 307).
The mathematical model presented here adds one more item to the GC mystery list: why has not any visible
radiance, circling the point Sgr A*, been discovered? What is preventing the light to reach us? It is not the
accretion disk, especially if it is rather in a primitive stage: “since the accretion disk in Sgr A* is so faint and the
accretion rate so uncertain, we cannot actually derive an accretion disk luminosity or accretion power” (Falcke
& Hehl, 2003, p. 338). Theoretically speaking, several models predict the synchrotron emission of gas falling
into the black hole from immediate vicinity of order 15 . Would it or not be transparent for the visible light?
If the latter, the halo will lose a significant part of its luminosity. At distances bigger than 15
the bending
angle α becomes less than 0.15Rad and so only these stars which fall out of the α-conical segment make a
contribution to the halo brightness. In that way the most efficient volume of Einstein paraboloid becomes idle for
the amplification process.
Another cause might be not internal absorption but an external shielding. Far away ( 100 ) where
gravitational bending vanishes, clouds of dust are supposedly orbiting the Collapsar along all kinds of
non-Keplerian trajectories. The question “of what origin?” naturally occurs. Trying to figure out what they might
be made of, it is possible to suppose an existence of remnants of once collided stars. The density of stars has a
cusp-like dependence on the distance to Collapsar and such a catastrophic event indeed may occur. After such a
catastrophe debris are spreading along the orbit in the form of a diffuse wisp. The light from an outer source has
to cross twice this natural “smoke-screen” of previously collided stars. This point is a subject for further
discussion. In any case, an authentic “cosmic mirage”—the invisibility of the gravitational optical aureole in the
Galactic centre—represents a serious observational challenge for modern astronomy. It is likely that astronomers
working with specific telescopes (functioning in infrared range) will in due course be able to provide answers from
direct observations to the questions raised in this paper.
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